Abstract

In this work, we proposed to utilize convolutional neural networks to segment black and white (B&W) aerial images into different habitat types and provide GIS maps which can be easily used for further processes to evaluate the changes of riverscapes over time.

Introduction

• Human developments put pressure on rivers and their surroundings.
• This pressure introduces challenges for preserving biodiversity.
• Understanding the alteration of rivers is essential to recognize restoration potentials.
• This is a challenging task due to lack of data [1].
  – It requires historical state of rivers. Manually segmenting images is time consuming.
  – Data needs to be in a suitable format for analysis.
• We propose to use Deep Neural Networks to address this issue.

Methodology

Dataset

The Norwegian mapping authority provides georeferenced historical aerial imagery of the mainland in Norway.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Expanded</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of images {512x512 px}</td>
<td>1694</td>
<td>6307</td>
<td>927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>20328</td>
<td>75684</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset size.

Training procedure

1. Manually annotating
2. Pre-processing and making a dataset
3. Train initial model
4. Using initial model to provide segmentation
5. Manually correcting the error
6. Adding new data to the dataset
7. Use dataset to train and evaluate the model

A U-net [2] network with VGG16 pretrained on ImageNet as encoder is chosen as our model. VGG16 contains 5 convolutional blocks, our experiments showed that if the first two blocks are untrainable, network achieve better generalization. Figure 1 illustrates the process of training the model. Data augmentation methods such as rotation and mirroring are used in pre-processing.

Results

Our method achieved:
• 76.25% Mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) on validation set.
• 77.49% on rivers not in training set.
• 53.81% on rivers in training set in another time points.
• 71.30% on different parts of rivers in training set.

Figure 2: Predicted segmentation map of the model on the images of Surna taken at 1963.

Table 2: Confusion matrix of model on river Nea which was not in the training set and parts of Gaula which was not in the training set. Classes are W : water, G : gravel, V : vegetation, F : farmland and H : human constructions

Conclusion

• Our method segments B&W images into usable format for further analysis of evolution of rivers.
• Segmenting B&W images allows to provide segmentation map for old aerial images which are widely available in Norway.
• Method is end-to-end and segmentation map is predicted relatively fast which makes it suitable to scale up the process and provide adequate data for further analysis.
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